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Fig. 1. Our technique receives a 3D mesh of a given garment as input, automatically segments the shape into patches (left and middle) and computes the 2D
parametrerization required to produce a pattern (right) that can be cut out and sewn to fabricate the actual garment.
We propose a method for computing a sewing pattern of a given 3D garment
model. Our algorithm segments an input 3D garment shape into patches
and computes their 2D parameterization, resulting in pattern pieces that can
be cut out of fabric and sewn together to manufacture the garment. Unlike
the general state-of-the-art approaches for surface cutting and flattening,
our method explicitly targets garment fabrication. It accounts for the unique
properties and constraints of tailoring, such as seam symmetry, the usage of
darts, fabric grain alignment, and a flattening distortion measure that models
woven fabric deformation, respecting its anisotropic behavior. We bootstrap
a recent patch layout approach developed for quadrilateral remeshing and
adapt it to the purpose of computational pattern making, ensuring that the
deformation of each pattern piece stays within prescribed bounds of cloth
stress. While our algorithm can automatically produce the sewing patterns, it
is fast enough to admit user input to creatively iterate on the pattern design.
Our method can take several target poses of the 3D garment into account
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and integrate them into the sewing pattern design. We demonstrate results
on both skintight and loose garments, showcasing the versatile application
possibilities of our approach.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In this work, we propose a method for automatically creating a
sewing pattern for a given 3D model of a garment.
In the fashion industry, the garment creation process starts from
the 2D domain: The pattern maker creates the 2D sewing pattern
using traditional, often tacit knowledge [Chen 1998], established
templates and a few standard measurements, such as waist circumference, shoulder width, etc. The cut fabric pieces are then sewn
together to form the garment. Designers may work with mannequins
to experiment with the desired shape and draping of the fabric in the
physical 3D space, but the ultimate determination of the garment
shape comes from the 2D pattern. Also, in digital garment design
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tools such as Clo3D [2022], the 2D pattern is required to simulate
and drape the garment on a virtual mannequin or avatar, and thus
the design process is centered around the sewing pattern. Pattern
making is currently a manual, time-consuming task requiring much
experience and skill. One of the consequences is that custom made
clothing that perfectly fits the intended wearer is a luxury available
to the privileged few. The majority of clothing is mass-produced
using standard sizes based on averaged measurements that do not
fit well for most people [SizeGermany 2020].
There are many powerful techniques to model shapes directly in
3D, with various approaches specifically developed for 3D garment
modeling, e.g. with sketch based user interfaces [Cani et al. 2007;
Decaudin et al. 2006; Robson et al. 2011; Rose et al. 2007; Wolff et al.
2021], input gestures in the physical [Wibowo et al. 2012] or virtual
reality [TiltBrush 2022], via 3D scanning [Pons-Moll et al. 2017] or
data driven modeling [Wang et al. 2018]. Advances in human body
modeling [Alldieck et al. 2021; Bogo et al. 2014; Loper et al. 2015;
Osman et al. 2020] facilitate custom digital tailoring of garments
that fit the personalized body avatar without having to rely on
standard sizes. However, the 2D sewing pattern of the garment is
still necessary for accurate cloth simulation and the manufacturing
of the physical garment.
To create the 2D pattern, the 3D garment surface is divided into
patches, also called panels, and each panel is flattened onto the 2D
domain. Many methods exist for surface segmentation and lowdistortion parameterization, as we discuss in Sec. 2. State-of-the-art
approaches are able to compute optimal cuts that balance the flattening distortion and cut length [Li et al. 2018a; Poranne et al. 2017;
Sharp and Crane 2018]. Recent work [Wolff et al. 2021] applies
such a technique to create the sewing pattern, but the resulting
panel shapes are visually far from common practice in fashion and
challenging to sew. The problem is that most segmentation techniques are general and do not account for the specific setting of
cloth pattern making and the fabrication constraints unique to it. In
particular, parameterizing a 3D shape to be made of woven textile
requires a special deformation model aware of the thread properties
and fabric grain alignment, as well as shape and length constraints
on the seams and garment aesthetics. For example, to sew together
two pieces of cloth, in practice, the two matching seams must be
of the same length, as straight or at least smooth as possible, and
ideally they should be reflection-symmetric in 2D, so that the tailor
can put the panels one on top of the other and sew them together
along one planar curve.
In this work, we propose a shape segmentation and patch flattening method specifically intended for pattern making (see Fig. 1).
Our core contributions are a 3D patch layout creation approach
informed by a geometric measure of woven fabric distortion and tailoring fabrication requirements, as well as a patch parameterization
method that minimizes the textile deformation measure and ensures that the pattern pieces are sewable. Our method incorporates
mechanisms of classical pattern making, such as the usage of darts,
preference towards global symmetry and vertical grain alignment
by default. Our algorithm can work fully automatically, but it is
efficient enough to admit interactive input, allowing creative design
iteration in real time. The designer can sketch on the 3D garment
model to hint at desired seams and textile grain alignment and vary
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 41, No. 4, Article 157. Publication date: July 2022.

Fig. 2. Top: matching seams on two patches to be stitched together, as
well as the sides of a dart must be of equal length and ideally reflectionsymmetric. Bottom: the fabric grain of pattern pieces aims to align with the
vertical direction on the worn garment.

the flattening parameters according to the physical properties of
the desired fabric. As an additional option, if multiple poses of the
garment corresponding to various body poses are available, our
algorithm can adapt the pattern by integrating the information from
all the poses. We demonstrate results on a number of tight-fitting
and loose garments, showcasing the usability and versatility of our
method. To foster future research on digital fashion, we publicly
release our software implementation.

2

RELATED WORK

Digital garment design and fabrication pose several fundamental, interconnected research problems in geometry processing and physics
based simulation. We give a brief review of the methods for surface modeling, patch decomposition and flattening in the context of
computational pattern making.
Garment shape design. The digitalization of the fashion industry
in general and garment design in particular bears multiple economical, ecological and societal advantages and poses fascinating
research challenges, sparking significant interest [Nayak and Padhye 2017]. Clo3D [2022] and Optitex [2022] are examples of common
CAD tools used in the industry. Such interactive CAD editors allow
the designer to create sewing patterns in 2D and simulate their physical appearance and draping on an avatar in 3D. Adjusting the 3D
garment shape requires changing the 2D pattern via a trial-and-error
process. In the research community, Umetani et al. [2011] propose
bidirectional interactive garment editing, leveraging fast cloth simulation to enable users to work in 2D and 3D simultaneously and
observe the effects of changes in both modes.
Various computational approaches create 3D garment shapes
from contours, seam-, fold- and boundary curves, sketched by the
user on an avatar, see e.g. [Cani et al. 2007; Decaudin et al. 2006; Robson et al. 2011; Rose et al. 2007; Wolff et al. 2021]. Other approaches
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(d) patch parameterization

Fig. 3. An overview of the different steps of our pipeline. The shape is first symmetrized (a), a smooth cross-field is computed on the mesh (b), paths are then
traced on the shape by following the cross-field (c), and the resulting patches are then flattened onto the 𝑈 𝑉 plane to create a 2D sewing pattern (d).

leverage data and neural networks to construct 3D garments from
3D scans [Bang et al. 2021; Chen et al. 2015; Pons-Moll et al. 2017] or
by using parametric models and learning [Vidaurre et al. 2020; Wang
et al. 2018]; a recent data set of 3D garments with corresponding
2D patterns can be used for supervision [Korosteleva and Lee 2021].
To simulate and further process the garment models, most methods
require 2D patterns, which are either provided as input or computed
using surface segmentation and parameterization, as discussed below. Dedicated approaches to knitwear design and fabrication are
explored in [McCann et al. 2016; Narayanan et al. 2018; Narayanan*
et al. 2019; Wu et al. 2019; Yuksel et al. 2012], where a sewing pattern
is not needed since knitting machines can continuously knit various
topologies and optimize for comfort during body motion [Liu et al.
2021]. By contrast, in this paper we focus on pattern based garment
construction from woven fabric (or knitted fabric such as jersey,
treated similarly), which is an overwhelmingly widespread practice
in the garment industry.
Sewing pattern design and optimization. Several methods modify
given garment patterns to fit a particular body shape [Bang et al.
2021; Bartle et al. 2016; Brouet et al. 2012; Cordier et al. 2003; Liu
et al. 2018; Meng et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2005b; Wang 2018], optimize
stress, pressure and seam traction [Montes et al. 2020], use parametric, predefined pattern designs [Kim and Park 2007] or generate
user-defined target folds [Li et al. 2018b]. They do not modify the
given topological patch layout. In contrast, our method generates a
sewing pattern directly from the 3D garment model while respecting
fabric stress bounds and fabrication constraints. The evolutionary
algorithm by Kwok et al. [2015] generates a sewing pattern from
3D body geometry, but it does not account for fit or fabric stress
and manufacturing requirements.
Patch layout decomposition. General surface segmentation methods for the purpose of low-distortion flattening aim at creating a
small number of patches (or short cuts) to reduce Gaussian curvature. A number of works compute the patches and cuts jointly
with the parameterization in order to optimize or bound both [lga
Sorkine et al. 2002; Li et al. 2018a; Poranne et al. 2017]. Variational
surface cutting [Sharp and Crane 2018] optimizes the tradeoff between a given distortion measure and cut length. Another class
of works computes approximations of a given shape with (nearly)

developable surfaces [Binninger* et al. 2021; Ion et al. 2020; Julius
et al. 2005; Stein et al. 2018]. However, the seams generated by all
such methods are not appropriate for garment fabrication because
they are far too complex and difficult to sew and do not necessarily fulfill even the basic requirement of equal length for matching
seams, nor symmetry. Huang et al. [2012] use predefined cuts based
on an anthropomorphic subdivision, which do not generalize to
other garments or body shapes.
Methods for patch layout generation for the purpose of globally
smooth parameterization and semiregular remeshing focus on the
quality of the layout and its combinatorial structure [Campen 2017].
State-of-the-art techniques compute a smooth tangent vector field
on the surface [Vaxman et al. 2017] aligned to features and principal
directions as the basis for tracing the patch decomposition [Livesu
et al. 2020; Nuvoli et al. 2019; Pietroni et al. 2021, 2016; Razafindrazaka et al. 2015]. The topology of these layouts is restricted by
the remeshing application, e.g. four corners per patch for quadrangulation, which is too stringent for pattern making. We adapt the
method by Pietroni et al. [2021] to suit the different setting of garment design and fabrication, where the topology requirements are
different and textile based distortion measures must be bounded.
Surface parameterization and textile distortion measures. General
flattening methods take a surface of disk topology and find its mapping to 2D that minimizes a distortion measure [Hormann et al.
2007]. The used objective most typically measures conformal distortion (e.g. [Lévy et al. 2002; Sheffer et al. 2004]) or deviation from
isometry (e.g. [Liu et al. 2008; Rabinovich et al. 2017]). Guaranteeing
locally and globally injective parameterization is possible [Jiang et al.
2017; Sawhney and Crane 2017] but can be computationally costly.
Most importantly, the general distortion measures are isotropic and
do not account for the particular behavior of woven fabric, which
is almost inextensible along the yarn directions and more stretchable in the diagonal direction. In other words, developable surfaces
are global minimizers of all these distortion measures, but nonvanishing locally minimal energy states do not necessarily model
plausible fabric configurations.
McCartney et al. [2005; 2000] and Wang et al. [2005a] look specifically at models for woven fabric and flatten the mesh by discriminatively optimizing the yarn stretch and shear. Wang et al. [2005a]
create a discrete orthogonal grid to represent the textile and wrap
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 41, No. 4, Article 157. Publication date: July 2022.
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it around a target 3D mesh, thereby establishing the 2D-to-3D mapping. McCartney et al. opt for a continuous approach, where the
intextensible yarn directions are represented by the UV-axes in
the flat domain. Their energy optimization is nonlinear and its
optimization could be impractical for realtime interactive design
iteration framework. Our textile deformation model is inspired by
these works, but we use a different optimization strategy to achieve
fast performance, and we incorporate seam symmetry [Wolff et al.
2019] and grain alignment constraints for fabrication feasibility.

3

OVERVIEW

Our pipeline takes as input a triangle mesh representing the target
garment in 3D and automatically produces a 2D sewing pattern. The
designer can influence the final layout by sketching some curves on
the surface, indicating desired seams. In addition to the rest shape
in 3D, our approach can also consider additional target poses that
the garment should assume when worn.
Our method is intended for woven fabrics that consist of warp and
weft yarns. The warp direction is the main (longitudinal) direction
of the fabric, also termed grain, and the weft direction is orthogonal
to it. Depending on the material, the textile threads can be elastic
or nearly inextensible, determining the stretching resistance of the
fabric along the warp and weft directions. The fabric can usually
stretch more along the diagonal direction, resulting in shear of
the woven structure. The main parameters of our framework are
therefore the maximal admissible stretch and shear, determining
the maximum deformation that the material undergoes from the flat
configuration to the draped 3D shape. Note that excessive shear is
undesirable, even if physically possible, because it leads to wrinkles
and impression of bad fit. Ideally, the deformation of the pattern
pieces is close to isometry. We assume the fabric is sufficiently thin
and its resistance to bending too small influence the pattern making.

3.1

Requirements

To compute a usable, manufacturable sewing pattern for a garment,
our algorithm should fulfill several (interdependent) requirements.
Patch shape. The pattern should preferably consist of few large
patches with straight or at least smooth boundary segments. Practical patterns pieces have few corners (between 6 and 8), and their
angles should be approximately orthogonal. If a patch contains darts,
their opening angles should also be sufficiently large, and the dart
length usually should not exceed a fraction of the patch length, as it
is then easier in practice to cut through and sew two separate pieces
together.
Bounded fabric strain. According to the mentioned fabric parameters, the textile cannot exceed the prescribed deformation threshold
when draped into the target 3D shape. The lower this bound, the
more pattern pieces are required for doubly curved target shapes.
Seam sewing feasibility. Matching seams to be sewn together must
have equal length. In practice, straight seams are easiest to sew, and
it is desirable that seams can be sewn flat, meaning that the matching
seams must be reflection-symmetric, so that the two pieces of fabric
can be placed on top of each other to sew (Fig. 2, top).
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 41, No. 4, Article 157. Publication date: July 2022.

Layout symmetry. Aesthetics is strongly associated with symmetry, and therefore symmetric sewing patterns are desirable, in
particular when the targeted garment design is symmetric.
Grain alignment. A pattern piece should be oriented in 2D such
that the fabric grain is roughly aligned with the vertical (gravity)
direction when the garment is worn, or with some other axis, such
as along the arm (see Fig. 2, bottom). Grain alignment ensures predictable, symmetric behavior when the garment is draped and subject to gravity, and pressure of the body, as well as when shrinkage
due to washing occurs. Sometimes the designer may wish to prescribe a special grain direction, as in bias cut, where the grain is at
45 degrees to the vertical direction, e.g. in some skirt designs.
Efficiency. Constructing an efficient pipeline allows the designer
to creatively iterate and adjust the patch layout by providing simple
input by interactively sketching on the 3D surface.

3.2

Pipeline structure

Fig. 3 summarizes our processing pipeline.
Input. We assume the input garment mesh to be a manifold and
with well shaped triangles (otherwise we uniformly remesh with
standard tools). If additional poses of the 3D garment are available,
we assume their meshes share the connectivity and are in full correspondence with the rest pose. If the input garment is symmetric,
we can enforce symmetry throughout the pipeline by splitting the
mesh along the symmetry plane, running the method on one side,
and then reflecting the result (Fig. 3a).
Cross-field construction. We compute a smooth 4-rotational-symmetric
(4-RoSy) tangent vector field on the surface (Fig. 3b) aligned with
principal curvature directions and boundaries. If the input includes
multiple poses, we integrate the contribution of the curvature of all
the poses in the derived field (see Sec. 4.1).
Layout construction. With the goal of producing pattern pieces
that fulfill the requirements above, we trace a set of paths across the
mesh to partition the surface into the different panels (see Sec. 4.2
and Fig. 3c). The paths are oriented to follow the underlying crossfield and include the curves sketched by the designer. The patch
formation is controlled by the textile distortion measure, and the
designer can specify the maximum number of corners allowed in a
patch, to control patch complexity. At the end of this step, the seam
on the symmetry plane can be optionally removed, if possible.
Patch flattening. Finally, each patch is flattened onto the 2D space
and packed with the others into a single textile sheet (see Fig. 3d).
This step is achieved by a novel parameterization method that mimics textile physics using geometric measures. We impose constraints
on the seams to ensure that they can be physically sewn. The parameterization step is also deployed during patch layout construction
to individually uphold the distortion threshold of each patch.

4

METHOD

The following sections detail each phase of our processing pipeline.

4.1

Cross-field construction

Given a proper input, we initially construct a cross-field (a 4-RoSy
tangent-vector field [Vaxman et al. 2017]) on the input surface. The
cross-field is crucial in our framework as it drives the entire tracing
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Fig. 5. The construction of the tracing graph. Each mesh vertex spawns
4 nodes in the graph, corresponding to the 4 components of the crossfield. Edges in the graph connect nodes of adjacent vertices that represent
matching cross-field directions.
Fig. 4. Cross-field computation: The multi-scale main curvature directions
used as soft constraint to retrieve a smooth field.

process; the cuts follow the directions expressed by the cross-field.
Intuitively, aligning the seams to the main curvature directions is
an excellent strategy to maximize the developability of the resulting
patches. A significant collection of quadrangulation methods have
demonstrated the strong correlation that exists between developability and curvature alignment [Bommes et al. 2013, 2009; Pietroni
et al. 2021].
We initialize the field by extracting curvature directions at a low
scale using the method proposed in [Panozzo et al. 2010]. Similarly
to [Bommes et al. 2009] we use the anisotropy of the curvature
directions to detect the regions where these curvatures are essential
(see Fig. 4, left).
Then we run the globally smooth method proposed by Diamanti
et al. [2014], adding soft constraints to align the field to the principal curvature directions, similarly to [Panozzo et al. 2012]. The
anisotropy weighs each soft constraint value we previously computed to adhere to the principal curvature directions where those are
relevant, and smooth on the rest. In addition to these soft constraints,
we impose the field to align simultaneously with the user-defined
constraints and the boundary edges of the 3D mesh. This way, the
path will hit the boundary orthogonally, and we implicitly avoid
creating artifacts or long stripes (Fig. 9). The resulting field is shown
in Fig. 4, right.
When multiple frames are provided, we first compute the multiscale curvature and the anisotropy for each frame. Then, we average
the field directions for each face in the rest shape (we transport the
field on the best shape and perform 𝜋/2 invariant interpolation
of the cross-field, weighted by the anisotropy values). Lastly, we
smooth all the fields together in the rest position and average the
anisotropy among all frames.

4.2

Patch layout creation

This pipeline step obtains a patch layout as the byproduct of an iterative process that traces field-aligned paths over the target surface.
The network of paths designs a patch layout composed of rectangular or non-rectangular patches. Distinct paths can only intersect
orthogonally on the surface. Two intersecting paths can cross or
stop when they meet, forming a T-junction. We aim at inserting the
optimal number of paths in the right locations to obtain patches
that satisfy the requirements we introduced in Sec. 3.

Fig. 6. Loops and border-to-border paths are both useful in most of the
cases to obtain a proper patch decomposition.

Fig. 7. Loop tracing (left) and border-to-border tracing (right).

Path tracing. To trace field-oriented paths, we use the graphbased approach proposed by Nuvoli et al. [2019] and Pietroni et al.
[2021]. First, we interpolate the cross-field on vertices (considering
their invariance to 90-degree rotations). We create a graph having
four nodes for each mesh vertex, one for each direction of its crossfield. Then, we connect adjacent nodes with matching cross-field
direction. Finally, we associate to each connection of the graph
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 41, No. 4, Article 157. Publication date: July 2022.
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insertion

removal

Fig. 8. Loops and border-to-border paths are inserted iteratively until the goals for each patch are satisfied. In the removal step, patches are fused by removing
paths if the fused patch still satisfies our goals.

Paths are sequences of adjacent edges that belong to the triangle
mesh. So, they usually have irregular shapes. We smooth the paths
and reproject them over the surface to make them more regular and
we update the rest of the mesh as a consequence.

Fig. 9. The insertion of border-to-border paths that would generate long
thin strips, such as the one shown in blue, is avoided by selecting vertices
that enter and exit the mesh w.r.t. the cross-field.

a weight that depends on how much it drifts from the direction
defined at the adjacent nodes (see Fig. 5). For details on the graph
creation we refer to [Pietroni et al. 2021, 2016].
Path classification. We trace two classes of paths: paths connecting border-to-border and paths connecting to themselves, i.e., loops.
We found that both categories of these paths are fundamental to
assembling a proper patch layout (see Fig. 6). We formulate the
problem of path tracing as a shortest-path search between a given
source node and a set of potential destination nodes in the graph. In
particular, when tracing a loop from a specific vertex, we select an
internal node as the source and we aim at coming back to the same
node (see Fig. 7, left).
Similarly, for border-to-border paths, we select as source a node
lying on a boundary vertex whose direction enters the mesh, and as
a destination all the border nodes whose directions exit the mesh
(see Fig. 7, right). This trick avoids any path to form strange, long
strips when touching the border (see Fig. 9). In a preprocessing step,
we mark each boundary node with a label to determine if it is an
exit or an entrance node. Since we align the field to boundaries, we
always have these two kinds of nodes for each boundary vertex.
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 41, No. 4, Article 157. Publication date: July 2022.

Path insertion. We initially sample a set of candidate paths by
tracing border-to-border paths and loops. For the sake of efficiency,
we subsample uniformly the source nodes on the border and in
the interior of the mesh. Similarly to [Livesu et al. 2020], we insert
a path using a greedy strategy that favors the furthest path from
the previously inserted one. As in [Pietroni et al. 2021, 2016], the
distance is computed for each node using the M4 stratification of the
graph [Campen et al. 2012], and averaged for each path. Notice that
two paths crossing orthogonally can be very far. In contrast, parallel
paths tend to be close. This simple strategy avoids conglomerations
of paths.
We keep the complete patch layout updated at every insertion
step, and we mark all the patches that do not satisfy the goals
specified in Sec. 3.1. If a candidate path splits one patch that does
not meet our goals and does not intersect tangentially with any
previously inserted path, then we insert it. As in [Pietroni et al.
2016], given two candidate paths, it is trivial to check whether they
intersect tangentially by simply testing whether they pass the same
vertex through non-orthogonal directions.
We repeat this insertion strategy until all the patches match our
goals. We perform a recursive step on each patch if needed. Notice that this step needs new patches to be parameterized at every
insertion step to check whether the produced mapping fulfills the
bijectivity and bounded distortion requirements, hence the need for
a fast and reliable method to parameterize and test the produced
patches. We illustrate the steps of this sampling procedure in Fig. 8,
left.
Path removal. Once the path insertion is complete, we have a
patch layout satisfying our goals. However, during its construction,
there is no easy way to predict whether a candidate path is essential
in the final layout in its entirety (since some goals can only be
satisfied by a combination of multiple paths). We remove redundant
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symmetric distribution and, at the same time, remove unwanted
seams along the symmetry plane (see Fig. 11).

4.3
Fig. 10. Creating darts starting from areas with negative curvature tends to
generate overlaps in the 𝑈 𝑉 mapping.

Fig. 11. The seam on the global symmetry plane can be safely removed at
the end of the layout generation process.

path segments starting from the last inserted path in reverse order.
Fig. 8 (right) shows the effect of the removal procedure. In this step,
we disable the removal of path segments that form T-junctions to
avoid creating darts, as these are treated explicitly in the next step.
Dart creation. We removed all the redundant path segments at the
end of the previous step. However, there might be adjacent patches
that we can partially glue together, maintaining the distortion under
the predefined threshold. Such partial cuts can be found in fashion
design and are usually referred to as darts. In traditional pattern
making, a tailor introduces darts to better shape the body’s curves.
By removing a wedge-shaped piece of fabric and sewing both sides
together, an experienced tailor effectively introduces angle deficiency on the garment and thus creates a curved shape from a flat
pattern.
To introduce darts, we first split all paths into their segments, at
the intersections with the other paths. Then we sort the different
path segments by considering the Gaussian curvature of the mesh
region they span (as in field computation, we extract curvature at
a low scale using the method proposed by Panozzo et al. [2010]).
Ideally, we want to merge starting from the regions with lower
Gaussian curvature, as such seams are more likely to be merged
with low distortion. Similarly, areas with negative Gaussian curvature (saddles) should be merged later, as they most likely generate
overlaps in the 𝑈𝑉 domain (see Fig. 10). Then we select the first path
segment and split it uniformly into a number of subpaths. Following
the same intuition, we start merging from the lower curvature side,
and we continue as long as the produced distortion is below the
threshold.
Symmetry. The generation of the patch layout is conducted on
one side of the mesh using a symmetry plane (shown in red in
Fig. 3a). We first copy the patch layout on the other symmetric
side, then we start the path removal and dart insertion process for
the paths laying on the symmetry plane. This way, we keep the

Anisotropic textile parameterization

Woven fabric can be modeled as a regular grid of threads, where
the two axes are called warp and weft (or collectively ‘grain’). We
assume the common case where the grid is orthogonal, and thus
represent it by the 𝑈𝑉 axes in the flat domain, but it is possible to
model arbitrary angles between the warp and the weft directions
[McCartney et al. 2005, 2000]. Ideally, the cloth undergoes only
bending when the flat pattern is draped on the 3D body, but this
implies that the 3D garment shape is piecewise developable, which
is not always possible. We hence need to measure deviation from
developability in a way that is consistent with the woven structure properties. General parameterization distortion measures are
isotropic, or invariant to rotations, but this ignores the fact that
the threads are nearly inextensible, while a certain, limited angular
distortion is permitted, which means that the cloth can stretch diagonally to the warp and weft (𝑈𝑉 ) directions, but much less so along
those directions. Hence the intrinsic parameterization distortion
measure needs to be anisotropic. We penalize stretch along the 𝑈
and 𝑉 directions separately from shear. Note that by shear we mean
angular distortion of the fabric grid, while the thread lengths are
preserved, so it is not an area-preserving shear transformation (see
Fig. 12).
Consider a reference triangle 𝐴 ′𝐵 ′𝐶 ′ in 𝑋𝑌𝑍 coordinates mapped
to a distorted triangle 𝐴𝐵𝐶 in 𝑢𝑣 coordinates, see Fig. 13. A unique
affine transformation 𝑓 maps 𝐴 ′𝐵 ′𝐶 ′ to 𝐴𝐵𝐶. To penalize stretch of
the fabric grain, we can consider the scaling induced by the inverse
transformation 𝑓 −1 : R2 → R3 , which can be interpreted as the
stretch of a canonical unit frame G in the 𝑈𝑉 plane, undergoing the
transformation 𝑓 −1 , as illustrated in Fig. 13. The stretch values 𝑠𝑢
and 𝑠 𝑣 can be expressed using the columns of the Jacobian of 𝑓 −1 (i.e.,
the tangents of the parameterization), denoted 𝐽 = [𝐽1 𝐽2 ] ∈ R3×2 :
𝑠𝑢 = ∥𝐽1 ∥ , 𝑠 𝑣 = ∥𝐽2 ∥.

(1)

Stretch. We could define the stretch penalty as the deviations of
𝑠𝑢 , 𝑠 𝑣 from 1. However, these scaling factors are non-linear functions
of the variables in our problem, namely the 𝑈𝑉 coordinates of the
triangle vertices 𝐴𝐵𝐶, leading to a non-quadratic stretch measure.
We therefore invert the problem and consider the stretching of the
image of frame G, namely 𝐽 (G), when 𝑓 is applied.
For simplicity, we express the frame G explicitly by three points:
the 2D triangle centroid 𝐺, and the points 𝐺𝑢 = 𝐺 + (1, 0), 𝐺 𝑣 =
𝐺 + (0, 1) (see Fig. 13). The 3D grain directions 𝐽 (G) can be expressed

Fig. 12. Woven net (left) undergoing stretch (middle) and shear (right).
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 41, No. 4, Article 157. Publication date: July 2022.
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Fig. 13. Per-triangle flattening, modeled as an affine map 𝑓 .

by transforming these three points by 𝑓 into 𝐺 ′, 𝐺𝑢′ , 𝐺 𝑣′ . We denote
by (𝛼𝑋 , 𝛽𝑋 , 𝛾𝑋 ) the barycentric coordinates of any point 𝑋 w.r.t.
triangle 𝐴𝐵𝐶. Then we have:
𝐺 ′ = 𝛼𝐺 𝐴 ′ + 𝛽𝐺 𝐵 ′ + 𝛾𝐺 𝐶 ′,

(2)

𝐺𝑢′ = 𝛼𝐺𝑢 𝐴 ′ + 𝛽𝐺𝑢 𝐵 ′ + 𝛾𝐺𝑢 𝐶 ′,
𝐺 𝑣′ = 𝛼𝐺 𝑣 𝐴 ′ + 𝛽𝐺 𝑣 𝐵 ′ + 𝛾𝐺 𝑣 𝐶 ′ .

(3)
(4)

This allows us to measure the lengths 𝑠𝑢 = ∥𝐺𝑢′ − 𝐺 ′ ∥ and 𝑠 𝑣 =
∥𝐺 𝑣′ − 𝐺 ′ ∥ on the 3D triangle. If the mapping 𝑓 does not stretch
the 𝐽1 direction, then ∥𝐺𝑢 − 𝐺 ∥ = 𝑠𝑢 , and equivalently for 𝐽2 and
𝑣. We denote the 𝑈𝑉 coordinates of our helper points as 𝐺 =
(𝑢𝐺 , 𝑣𝐺 ), 𝐺𝑢 = (𝑢𝐺𝑢 , 𝑣𝐺𝑢 ), 𝐺 𝑣 = (𝑢𝐺 𝑣 , 𝑣𝐺 𝑣 ), and then the stretch
of 𝐽1 caused by 𝑓 is ∥𝐺𝑢 − 𝐺 ∥, which is equal to |𝑢𝐺𝑢 − 𝑢𝐺 | =
(𝛼𝐺𝑢 − 𝛼𝐺 )𝑢𝐴 + (𝛽𝐺𝑢 − 𝛽𝐺 )𝑢𝐵 + (𝛾𝐺𝑢 − 𝛾𝐺 )𝑢𝐶 , and similarly for
the other direction. We thus define the per-triangle stretch energy
terms as follows:
𝐸 stretch,𝑢 (𝐴𝐵𝐶) =
(5)

2
𝜔 stretch 𝑠𝑢 − (𝛼𝐺𝑢 − 𝛼𝐺 )𝑢𝐴 + (𝛽𝐺𝑢 − 𝛽𝐺 )𝑢𝐵 + (𝛾𝐺𝑢 − 𝛾𝐺 )𝑢𝐶
,
𝐸 stretch,𝑣 (𝐴𝐵𝐶) =

2
𝜔 stretch 𝑠 𝑣 − (𝛼𝐺 𝑣 − 𝛼𝐺 )𝑣 𝐴 + (𝛽𝐺 𝑣 − 𝛽𝐺 )𝑣 𝐵 + (𝛾𝐺 𝑣 − 𝛾𝐺 )𝑣𝐶
.
The total energy 𝐸 stretch,𝑢 is then defined as the sum of per-triangle
energies, and similarly for 𝐸 stretch,𝑣 .
Shear and rigidity. A direct expression for shear is the angle between the parameterization tangents 𝐽1 and 𝐽2 , with the constraint
that the tangents maintain their length, but this is again not a quadratic in the variables 𝑢𝐴 , 𝑣 𝐴 , . . . Instead, we propose to measure
deviation from isometry, implicitly penalizing shear in the same
manner as in as-rigid-as-possible (ARAP) parameterization [Liu et al.
2008]:
∑︁
𝐸 rigid (𝐴𝐵𝐶) = 𝜔 rigid
(𝑢𝑒 − 𝑢𝑒 ′ ) 2 + (𝑣𝑒 − 𝑣𝑒 ′ ) 2,
(6)
𝑒 ∈𝐴𝐵𝐶

where 𝑒 denotes a triangle edge in triangle 𝐴𝐵𝐶, 𝑒 ′ is the corresponding edge in triangle 𝑀 (𝐴 ′𝐵 ′𝐶 ′ ) and 𝑀 is the best-fit rigid
transformation that aligns 𝐴 ′𝐵 ′𝐶 ′ to 𝐴𝐵𝐶, computed using Procrustes [Sorkine-Hornung and Rabinovich 2016]. The total rigidity
measure 𝐸 rigid sums up Eq. (6) over all triangles. Although this
ARAP measure mixes shear with isotropic stretch, it tends to produce well conditioned results thanks to the Procrustean step and
works well for our purpose.
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 41, No. 4, Article 157. Publication date: July 2022.

Seam reflection symmetry. Pattern pieces are sewn together along
seams by placing one part onto the corresponding part and stitching
along a curve. This implies the existence of a perfect reflection between the matching borders that get sewn together. We represented
matching seams in the 𝑈𝑉 domain as two sets of duplicated vertices
P = (𝑝 1, . . . , 𝑝𝑛 ) and Q = (𝑞 1, . . . , 𝑞𝑛 ), where 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑞𝑖 correspond
to the same 3D location but are mapped to different locations in 2D.
To measure the deviation of the matching seams from a perfect
reflection, we first compute the best-fit reflection transformation 𝑀
between P and Q, similarly to Wolff et al. [2019]. We achieve this
by simply switching the sign of the determinant during procrustean
analysis. If the 𝑈𝑉 seams are reflection-symmetric, 𝑀 P and Q
coincide, as well as P and 𝑀 −1 Q. Otherwise, we define target points
as:
𝑝𝑖 + 𝑀 −1𝑞𝑖
𝑀𝑝𝑖 + 𝑞𝑖
, 𝑝𝑡,𝑖 =
.
(7)
∀𝑖 ∈ [1 . . . 𝑛], 𝑞𝑡,𝑖 =
2
2
The seam’s reflection symmetry energy 𝐸 seam is then defined as:
∑︁
© ∑︁
ª
𝐸 seam = 𝜔 seam 
(𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑡,𝑖 ) 2 +
(𝑞𝑖 − 𝑞𝑡,𝑖 ) 2 ® .
𝑞𝑖 ∈Q
«𝑝𝑖 ∈ P
¬

(8)

In our general framework, patches are cut and flattened progressively. Consequently, upon flattening a given patch, the energy
𝐸 seam may not be defined for all seams if the mirroring patch was
not flattened previously. To address this, we jointly optimize 𝐸 seam
for all patches during the final parameterization.
Dart symmetry. Darts are similar to seams, but the two matching
parts belong to the same pattern piece and meet at the tip, so the
tip vertex is not duplicated. Ideally, this vertex lies on the dart’s
symmetry axis in 2D. We use a similar energy to Eq. (8) for darts but
modify the target point definition. We define the set of midpoints
R, consisting of 𝑟𝑖 = (𝑝𝑖 + 𝑞𝑖 )/2, and find the target symmetry axis
by computing the best fitting line to R while being constrained to
pass through the tip vertex. Then, we compute symmetric point
sets P and Q and define an energy term 𝐸 dart equivalently to 𝐸 seam ,
weighted by 𝜔 dart and with target positions
∀𝑖 ∈ [1 . . . 𝑛], 𝑞𝑡,𝑖 =

𝑝 𝑖 + 𝑞𝑖
𝑝 𝑖 + 𝑞𝑖
, 𝑝𝑡,𝑖 =
.
2
2

(9)

Grain alignment. Traditional garment patterns align the grain
(warp) direction with the vertical axis in the final garment, or the
“centerline” direction of a body part, such as along the sleeves. This
ensures predictable and symmetric draping. In some cases, the tailor
may perform a bias cut instead, favoring another alignment axis
in specific regions in order to allow shearing on the main stress
direction. In our framework, we allow the definition of a desired 3D
alignment axis 𝑎 ′ and rotate the 2D patches such that their warp
aligns with 𝑎 ′ . This is first performed on a per-triangle basis by
computing the projection of 𝑎 ′ on the triangle plane in 3D and
transporting it to 𝑎 on the 2D triangle. This defines a per-triangle
desired axis, and we compute the best-fit global axis 𝑎 opt that the
𝑉 direction should align to. Instead of including this in the energy
formulation, we simply perform this alignment step in each iteration.
Fig. 16 shows an example of grain alignment.
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Fig. 16. A skirt pattern piece (Fig. 2, top) is split by a dart, resulting in
conflicting desired grain alignment on each side. The global rotation chosen
by our parameterization accommodates for both sides, despite being optimal
for only a small area. On the left we show a histogram of the signed angle
between the warp direction and the prescribed desired alignment.
(a) 𝜔 stretch = 5, 𝜔 rigid = 1

(b) 𝜔 stretch = 0, 𝜔 rigid = 1
Fig. 14. Influence of the energy terms weights on the parameterization.

iterate the local and global steps, reinstating the grain alignment in
each local step. For all tested meshes, 5 iterations were sufficient to
compute a satisfactory estimate and 20 iterations to converge.
The fabric properties are expressed by the weights 𝜔; the default
values in our examples are (𝜔 stretch, 𝜔 rigid, 𝜔 dart, 𝜔 seam ) = (5, 1, 5, 5).
Fig. 14 shows the effects of varying the distortion weights, while
Fig. 15 illustrates the seam and dart reflection symmetry constraints.
Our parameterization naturally generalizes to the case where
multiple poses are considered, as only the right side of the system
in the global step depends on the 3D mesh. At each iteration, we
thus compute the right-hand side for each pose considered, and use
the average in the solve.
Note that our parameterization method does not guarantee bijectivity. Self-intersections can thus occur during patch layout computation when cuts are introduced in non-satisfactory locations. Our
patch decomposition method takes advantage of this by discarding
cuts that lead to non-injective patches. This significantly speeds up
our exploration of possible cuts, as only promising solutions are
considered. The final pattern produced is guaranteed to contain no
overlaps, as all the cuts passed our self-intersection test.

5

𝜔 dart = 0 , 𝜔 seam = 0

𝜔 dart = 5 , 𝜔 seam = 5

Fig. 15. Dart and seam reflection symmetry (Sec. 4.3) is essential for producing workable patterns with reflective cuts.

Optimization. We employ a local-global iteration strategy similar
to [Liu et al. 2008; Sorkine and Alexa 2007] to compute a 𝑈𝑉 mapping of a given pattern piece by minimizing the distortion measure
𝐸 textile = 𝐸 stretch,u + 𝐸 stretch,v + 𝐸 rigid + 𝐸 seam + 𝐸 dart

(10)

and accounting for grain alignment. As the initial guess we use the
least squares conformal map of [Lévy et al. 2002], orienting the 2D
patch such that the 𝑉 axis matches the prescribed grain direction. We
then compute the expressions in all the energy terms as described
above (the local step), and solve for the updated parameterization
of the pattern piece by minimizing 𝐸 textile w.r.t. the 𝑈𝑉 coordinates
of the mesh vertices. This global step amounts to efficiently solving
a sparse linear system, because 𝐸 textile is quadratic in the 𝑈𝑉 ’s. We

RESULTS

We integrate our framework into an interactive editor that allows
the designer to control the result and explore the different sewing
patterns generated by our system. The main two main parameters
exposed to the user are the maximum number of corners per pattern
piece, 𝐶, and the maximum allowed stretch 𝑠 max . Fig. 19 shows the
effect of these parameters on a simple example. The higher the
number of permitted corners, the fewer patches appear in the patch
decomposition. However, the patches are then more complex than
the ones generated with fewer corners and potentially require more
handling when sewing. Similarly, the maximum allowed distortion
is also related to the number of patches inserted. Intuitively, more
patches are needed to comply with a stricter distortion threshold,
as seen in Fig. 19.
Fig. 21 demonstrates the advantage of our textile parameterization
approach compared to standard, isotropic flattening using the asrigid-as-possible (ARAP) method [Liu et al. 2008]. When plugged
into our sewing pattern creation pipeline, isotropic flattening leads
to very different patterns and a greater number of seams, compared
with our parameterization method.
In Fig. 24, we show how our system is able to match the maximal prescribed stretch, and we also measure the parameterization
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 41, No. 4, Article 157. Publication date: July 2022.
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Fig. 17. A sequence of interactive adjustments of to the patch layout. The designer adds sketches (in red), and our method computes seams that interpolate
the sketched curves while generating a valid sewing pattern.

garments for animals (see Fig. 18). When multiple target poses of
the 3D garment are available, our method adapts the sewing pattern
to accommodate the motion, see Fig. 25.
We validate one of our patterns with the physically based simulation provided by CLO [CLO 2022] (see Fig. 23). Finally, we physically
fabricate two examples: a wetsuit and a pair of leggings (see Figures
26 and 27). Both manufactured garments exhibit an excellent fit,
demonstrating the feasibility of our approach. The wetsuit is made
of neoprene and assembled with an overlocker machine, whereas
the leggings are made from 90% polyester and 10% spandex. The wetsuit pattern has an intricate structure and took around 5 hours for a
single person to cut and sew, whereas the leggings only took about
an hour. To fabricate the garments, we compute seam allowance,
including the additional margin necessary for sewing, and we add
markers to help the seam matching (Fig. 28).

6

Fig. 18. Our method works also for non-humanoid shapes, such as a dog
(top) or a kangaroo (bottom).

distortion for each pattern piece using the ARAP energy 𝐸 rigid [Liu
et al. 2008], showing that we achieve good results also in terms of
isometry.
The designer can also adjust the patch layout using sketches on
the 3D garment surface, see Fig. 17 and the accompanying video.
The initial cross-field is updated after each sketch to allow the
patch decomposition to conform to the newly inserted constraints.
We handle sketches in the same manner as Pietroni et al. [2021]
handle sharp features. Our method allows real-time editing for small
models (up to 3000 triangles) and takes a few seconds to process
larger models.
Our method works on arbitrary input garments, including loose
(Figures 1, 23), tight-fitting (Fig. 20) or with additional geometric
features, like collars (Fig. 22). Our framework can be used to fabricate
personalized garments based on 3D scans (see Figures 26, 27) or even
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 41, No. 4, Article 157. Publication date: July 2022.

CONCLUSIONS

We present a pipeline that generates computational sewing patterns
directly from 3D digital garments. The key novelty is our algorithm
for shape segmentation and patch flattening that explicitly focuses
on garment fabrication. By the usage of darts and taking into account the anisotropic properties of woven fabric, grain alignment
and seam symmetry, our approach gives the designer the tools to
produce (automatically and interactively) the 2D patterns to make
the desired garment. We show that our algorithm produces patterns
that are indeed suitable for fabrication of a custom, digitally designed
garment. Our results also show that the pipeline can be applied to
generate dewing patterns for tight-fitting and loose garments, for
all types of body shapes, including animals.
Limitations and future work. Although our approach is quite robust, it has some limitations. If the input mesh is the result of a
simulation or a scan of a physical garment, the wrinkles can introduce noise in the guiding field. Currently, we do not manage
non-manifold data explicitly. Instead, we separate the input into
manifold parts before processing. Usually, in fashion design, nonmanifold edges occur where the separation between the different
elements is a given (such as the main garment and a sewn-on pocket).
In our future work, we could expand our method to non-manifold
inputs and determine the separation automatically, enabling us to
handle ruffles, pleats and gathers. Moreover, since the field tracing
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𝐶 = 8 , 𝑠 max = 0.04

𝐶 = 8 , 𝑠 max = 0.02

𝐶 = 6 , 𝑠 max = 0.05

𝐶 = 6 , 𝑠 max = 0.04

𝐶 = 6 , 𝑠 max = 0.02
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Fig. 19. Automatic pattern layout generation for a shirt model, varying the two parameters that control the decomposition: the maximum number of corners
per patch 𝐶 and the maximum stretch 𝑠 max .

Fig. 20. A tight-fitting dress pattern for a scanned body shape.

approach is greedy, the distortion in the final parameterization of the
pattern pieces may differ from the one computed during the patch
decomposition stage. This is because the seam reflection constraints
cannot be incorporated before all patches are computed. In practice,
we never encountered this problem. Also owing to the greedy nature of our method, a slight difference in the input garment or user
constraints can result in a significantly different pattern. In future
work, it would be interesting to find a better optimization approach
and also to include seam allowance constraints in our framework,
to further secure easy and robust fabrication of the resulting sewing
patterns.
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Fig. 25. For animated models, we use the multi-scale principal curvature directions integrated though the frames to derive the cross-field. Similarly, we add
per-frame energy terms in the patch parameterization. Having multiple target poses of the garment helps the method to place seams that adapt to highly
deforming areas, such as the area where the leg connects to the torso (see the result on the right), which would otherwise not be noticed (see the result
computed based on the rest shape alone on the left).

(a) fabrication from our generated pattern

(b) final garment

Fig. 26. A fabricated wetsuit. The input 3D garment model is based on a 3D scan of the subject. The open collar will be replaced with a zipper in the final
garment. It took around 5 hours for a single person to prepare the pieces, cut, and sew.

Fig. 27. Tight-fitting trousers assembled and fabricated in around one hour.
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